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A case study analyzing the experience of the Coming Out Happy “Pride Amplified™” program.

Coming Out Happy is a Queer-focused personal development company made for
LGBTQ+ adults. Through their signature program, Pride Amplified™, they seek to develop
queer adults who are ready to live more confidently and create healthy relationships through

mind-body connection. Each participant in the group
has access to the same digital resources, a virtual
community where they can interact with other
participants, downloadable workbooks for each
module, weekly progress reports to track personal
growth, and the ability to participate in live zoom calls
with Dani & Keely, LGBTQ+ life coaches, once per
module for discussion.

Leah is a 55 year old female who identifies as a
member of the LGBTQ+ community. Prior to her first
encounter with Coming Out Happy, she was reading a
self help book and searching for personal
development resources on Instagram. Pre-program,
Leah rates her overall happiness and fulfillment as a 3
on a scale of 1-10. She also describes herself as a

people-pleaser who felt stuck in habits of codependent patterns and, “broken relationships.”
In the program, Leah hoped to develop a better sense of self, more confidence, and

trust her intuition so that she can make decisions and choices that were best for her. She
wanted to break the people-pleasing and codependent patterns that she had established so that
she could have more fun in her life again. She was actively searching for mental health and
personal development resources when she encountered Coming Out Happy for the first time on
Instagram, which she reported to be using daily at that time. She ultimately decided to join the
program because, “Things weren’t getting better,” and she needed more support and guidance.
She describes it as a feeling that the program was right for her, rather than a logical decision.

Upon enrollment, Leah gained access to pre-recorded monthly workshops, monthly live
group training & coaching Zoom calls, an online community where she could interact with other
participants of the program through Mighty Networks, a downloadable workbook to supplement
each module, and weekly progress reports to keep track of her personal progress.

The P.R.I.D.E. Method™ used within the program is the signature process used to take
the client through their transformation. See below how Leah navigated through each portion of
the Method. Leah saw personal growth and transformation in each of the following areas:

● Prioritizing your inner relationship & values
○ She became more self-confident and self-reliant instead of looking outward for

answers.
○ She learned to put herself first in order to help others and that it wasn’t selfish to

put herself first when necessary.
● Releasing unrealistic expectations



○ She learned that it’s okay if you’re not perfect & what’s right for you isn’t
necessarily what’s right for others.

○ Leah was able to release perfectionism and outside expectations in favor of her
own wants and needs.

● Identifying & feeling your feelings
○ She found that her feelings communicate important messages to her about her

situation, and learning to identify and address them actively has helped her to
navigate difficult situations with confidence.

● Developing self love decisions & boundary setting
○ Leah learned that she must do things that nurture herself. Because of this, she

created a morning routine and consistently incorporates affirmations.
○ She concluded that boundaries are a form of self love and that’s what breaks you

out of people-pleasing.
○ Ultimately, the more she asserted her boundaries, the easier it became.

● Exploring healing in relationships
○ Her greatest revelation was that healing isn’t linear.
○ She found that healing looks different for everyone, and setting healthy

boundaries was just the beginning for her.
● Future visioning

○ Creating a vision board gave her clear goals to work toward instead of, “waiting
for life to happen to [her].”

○ She was able to take charge of her own life and determine her own path moving
forward.

Leah describes this program as being all about self discovery, transformation, hope,
boundaries, learning to be self-reliant, skill-building, and emotional competency. It allowed her to
look at behaviors and relationships from a different perspective. She now feels that she has a
renewed sense of freedom and that her life is more purposeful now. She sets weekly and daily
goals for what she wants to accomplish both personally and professionally, and isn’t hard on
herself if she can’t meet those goals within that time frame because she knows that she will
meet them when the time is right.

She expressed being more kind and gentle in the way she speaks to herself and in the
expectations she sets for herself. She’s more confident taking risks and doesn’t weigh the pros
and cons as much. She also learned that growth doesn’t have an ending point and that
continuous growth doesn’t mean that something is broken or wrong. Her romantic
relationship now is much healthier than her past ones, and, if she needs time for herself or
something isn’t right in the relationship, then she’s willing to communicate that and address
those issues openly.

On a scale of 1-10, Leah rates her overall happiness and fulfillment post-program as a
10. She witnessed major transformation in her life in every aspect, and continues to work with
Dani and Keely in private coaching sessions so that she may build on the foundation that Pride
Amplified established.


